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國立臺中教育大學 105 學年度研究所碩士班招生考試 

語文（英文）試題 

適用學系：語文教育學系華語文教學碩士班、區域與社會發展學系碩士班、 

數位內容科技學系碩士班 

 

I. Vocabulary (10%; one point for each question) 

Direction: Please choose the most appropriate answer choice from the choice list 

according to the context. 

 

1. It’s hard to imagine that such a successful __________ who now owns several 

profitable companies once had problems making ends meet. 

(A) acrobat 

(B) enterpriser 

(C) clown 

(D) astronaut 

2. The worries of life increase with age; namely, the older you grow, the more 

difficult it is for you to live a _______life. 

(A) homeless 

(B) magnificent 

(C) carefree 

(D) deceiving 

3. ________ in public universities in Taiwan is quite low compared with that in many 

other countries.  

(A) The gradation rate 

(B) The enrollment rate 

(C) Transit system 

(D) Tuition 

4. Because the songwriter strongly despised the paparazzi, he planned to write a song 

to ______ them. 

(A) mock 

(B) monk 

(C) please 

(D) comfort 
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5. All his belongings were burned up in the fire, but at least he was not hurt. That was 

considered a __________. 

(A) tragedy 

(B) natural disaster 

(C) curse 

(D) blessing 

6. Choosing a career is not a __________ matter. You have better start to think about 

it while you are still young. 

(A) simple 

(B) necessary 

(C) fragile 

(D) downsizing 

7. The handsome annual bonus creates an ______ for employees to work hard. 

(A) incentive 

(B) motivation 

(C) indent 

(D) ordinary 

8. It being freezing cold these days, some of the homeless were reported to have been 

________ frozen to death. 

(A) hidden 

(B) fled 

(C) found 

(D) felt 

9. Some religious groups do believe that __________ as well as physical exercise can 

help people get rid of mental pressure. 

(A) accommodation 

(B) falsification 

(C) meditation 

(D) temptation 

10. It is simply __________ about the way he treated his stepdaughter. The poor little 

girl is all black and blue. 

(A) pleasant 

(B) fantastic 

(C) bearable 

(D) intolerable 
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II. Grammar (20%; two points for each question) 

11. I ______ in Taichung for the last four years.  

(A) have lived 

(B) am living 

(C) live 

(D) lived 

12. Yesterday, while I was working at my computer, John suddenly ______ into the 

room. 

(A) was coming 

(B) came 

(C) has come 

(D) had come 

13. The air is full of smoke, dust, carbon monoxide, and ______ other harmful 

substances. 

(A) many 

(B) much 

(C) more 

(D) most 

14. In the Paris Farmer’s Union in Maine, boxes of spring-flowering bulbs from 

Holland, have sprung up alongside the winter wheat, clover, trefoil, and ______ 

seeds of fall.  

(A) another 

(B) the other 

(C) others 

(D) other 

15. By civilization, we mean the whole mechanism and organization ______ man has 

devised in his endeavor to control the conditions of his life. 

(A) who 

(B) whom 

(C) whose 

(D) which 

16. The infatuation with all things natural is sprouting and branching out all over the 

country ______ the rich diversity of an herb garden. 

(A) in 

(B) by 

(C) on 
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(D) with 

17. It is said that extreme poverty forces some people to steal, ______ it is obvious that 

some people from rich family will commit crimes. 

(A) so that 

(B) in that 

(C) whereas 

(D) furthermore 

18. Romance feeds ______ obstacles, short excitations, and partings; marriage, on the 

contrary, is made up of want, daily propinquity, growing accustomed to one 

another. 

(A) up 

(B) at 

(C) on 

(D) to 

19. The hippies tend to come from better ______ educated families. 

(A) rather than worse 

(B) contrary to worse 

(C) far from worse 

(D) instead of worse 

20. ______ all money due from prior term bills is paid will students be permitted to 

register in the next term. 

(A) As long as 

(B) Not until 

(C) If only 

(D) Until 

 

III. Cloze (20%; two points for each question) 

There are a host __21__ activities, from working out to going for a massage that can 

temper anxiety. Many of these techniques have been used for decades, __22__ not 

centuries; now __23__ in sciences are showing they can reduce the hormones __24__ 

with stress and even affect brain activity. The common trait among all: maintaining 

control and recognizing that our concerns are a natural response __25__ the world we 

live in. 

21. (A) in (B) of  (C) whose  (D) whom 

22. (A) and  (B) but  (C) for  (D) if 

23. (A) advance  (B) advances  (C) advantage  (D) advantages 
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24. (A) associate  (B) associated  (C) associating  (D) associates 

25. (A) in  (B) on  (C) to  (D) upon 

 

There is some scientific evidence that comfort increases productivity, __26__ it is 

scant. On some level it’s obvious. A warm, stuffy office can make anyone, no matter 

__27__ saturated with coffee, drowsy. But researchers would like to hone in on how 

much productivity can be __28__, and what the corresponding effect __29__ energy 

might be. If you like wearing sweaters inside in the summer __30__ your neighbor in 

the next cubicle wears shorts, inefficiencies arise. 

26. (A) because (B) for  (C) so  (D) though 

27. (A) how  (B) what  (C) when  (D) where 

28. (A) affected  (B) affecting  (C) effected  (D) effecting 

29. (A) in  (B) on  (C) with  (D) through 

30. (A) awhile  (B) when  (C) where  (D) while  


